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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to identify the core technologies in metro field by analyzing 
the overall structure of technologies and interactions among of them, which is beneficial to grasp 
technological trend and advance of metro field in China. For this study, the metro patent data were 
collected (1986-2015) from patent information analyzing system. And then, we built a complex 
patent network with their co-occurrence relationship of international patent classification (IPC) 
information. Considering the node importance depending on its original importance and importance 
contribution to other nodes and complex patent network’s features, we improved the node 
importance contribution correlation matrix (NICCM) method to calculate node importance in 
overall network structure. 

Introduction 
The traffic facility plays a significant role on the development of city, so it is a common 
phenomenon that there are more automobiles in metropolis, such as Shanghai, Beijing and 
Guangzhou of China. The automobiles, no doubt, bring much convenience to people’s life. 
However, they should be responsible for a range of social problems as well. Nowadays, people have 
to be confronted with the challenges of environmental pollution, energy shortage and traffic jam in 
China. Luckily, many literatures reveal that building metro is an accessible way to solve these 
problems. 

According to statistic, the transport capacity of metro is ten times higher than bus, but it 
consumes the minimum energy in all transportations except bicycle. Besides, the government 
always pays great attention to building metro, and it is likely that the total operation mileages of 
metro will be up to 4500 kilometers in 2050 in china. Therefore, it becomes more important and 
meaningful to identify core technologies and grasp technological trend and advance of metro by 
analyzing the overall structure of technologies and interaction among of them [1], which is also the 
purpose of this study. 

Most of the commonly used methods of identifying core technologies are analyzing the complex 
patent network built with citation information [2,3,4]. However, they have some shortcomings 
reported in literatures, such as the average 10 years’ time-lag between citing-cited patents [5]. 
Besides, it is difficult to grasp the technological relationship and characteristics with citation 
analysis, for the citing-cited relatedness is based on the perspective of individual patents [6].  

On the contrary, the patent analysis with co-occurrence relationship of international patent 
classification (IPC) information has some advantages over that. Because a patent is coded with a 
main IPC and several deputy IPCs, and an IPC indicates a technology. For example, there is a patent 
A coded as G03B25/00;B61B13/10;G09F19/00, and G03B25/00 is its main IPC, both B61B13/10 
and G09F19/00 are deputy IPCs of patent A. Therefore, this study can propose a new approach to 
build patent network with consideration of the overall interrelationships among technologies. 

Centrality measures indicate the position importance of a node in network, and are often used to 
identify node importance [7]. So they are also helpful for discovering the core technologies through 
identifying node importance in the patent network. Researchers have tried to propose and improve 
many measures to identify key nodes including degree centrality, closeness, betweenness , structural 
holes[7,8]. 
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Since those measures have different emphasis on node importance appraisal for specific issues, 
and the node importance is affected by multi factors. A multi-attribute decision making method 
based on the consideration of decreasing the evaluation disparities was proposed to evaluate the 
node importance in complex network [9]. Meanwhile, considering the time consumption during 
measure, a semi-local centrality measure was proposed, in which it could realize a tradeoff between 
the low-relevant degree centrality and other time-consuming measures [10].   

Nevertheless, this kind of method takes only into account the interaction between adjacent nodes. 
But the node importance depends largely on its contribution to both adjacent nodes and non-
adjacent nodes. In terms of the node importance contribution, the NICCM method is proposed to 
identify the core nodes according to evaluating the node importance contribution among different 
layers in network. In which the adjacent nodes of node are defined as the first layer nodes, and its 
next adjacent nodes are the second layer nodes etc [7].  

While, the NICCM method proposed in an undirected and unweighted network can’t work in 
weighted network, especially the complex patent network. A number of researchers have indicated 
that the transfer and diffusion of technology requires strong ties [11]. Therefore, there is a necessary 
attempt on developing the NICCM method to apply it in weighted network. In order to set the 
relative importance between the number of ties and tie weights, a generalization of shortest distance 
for weighted network was proposed based on the consideration of making a trade-off between 
them[12,13]. So it is possible that developing the NICCM method by introducing the general 
measure of shortest distance in weighted network. 

The purpose of this paper is identifying the core technology of metro in china through patent 
analysis method, which is significant to promote the development of metro industry. In view of the 
above, we can use the developed NICCM method to realize the goal. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Methodology section introduces the methods 
of building complex patent network and identifying the core technologies of metro. The 
experimental results are presented and explained subsequently. Finally, the conclusion and 
discussion is given. 

Methodology 
Building complex patent network 
As the introduction section showing, we can use the co-occurrence information of patents’ IPC to 
build the complex patent network, which reveals the overall interrelationships among metro 
technologies. Now we introduce the process of the built complex patent network, meanwhile, give a 
brief illustration for each step. 

Data collection and pre-processing 
The patents data of metro area are collected from patent information analyzing system according 

to relevant search condition, such as [abstract] is metro or [title] is metro. After this stage, the 
patents’ basic attributes are expressed as excel, and we can get the IPC information of each patent. 
As we can see from Fig. 1, from 1986 to 2013, for most of metro patents (classified as B, E and H), 
the number of patents’ increase, but it begins to decrease since 2013, this is because the time-lag 
between applying-publishing patent. But the patents’ IPC co-occurrence matrix can’t be constructed 
directly based on these original data, which need to be pre-processed and transformed to the 
structured document (e.g. patent name, main IPC, deputy IPC1, and deputy IPC2 etc ). 
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Fig. 1 Development tendency of IPC 

    Patents’ IPC co-occurrence matrix 
For a patent is coded with different IPC, and the same IPC may occur in different patent, the 

number of co-occurrence can be figured out between two arbitrary IPCs. Therefore, the patents’ IPC 
co-occurrence matrix of metro, donated T = [ ], is constructed and exemplified partly in Table 1. In 
this table, there are 3318 IPCs.  means the  IPC, and the number of patents’ IPC co-occurrence 
is arranged by decimal value: t1,2=62 means that IPC t1 and t2 occur together 62 times in same patent, 
while ‘0’means the two IPCs do not. 

Table 1 Example of patents’ IPC co-occurrence matrix 

Patent IPC t1 t2 … t3317 t3318 

t1 0 62 … 0 12 

t2 62 0 … 0 9 

… … … 0 … … 

t3317 0 0 … 0 0 

t3318 12 9 … 0 0 

Building complex patent network 
The complex patent network is built on the basis of relevant relationships represented in patents’ 

IPC co-occurrence matrix. Accordingly, the network contains 2811 nodes, and if  isn’t equal to 
zero, there will be a directed edge between node  , otherwise the two nodes can’t be connected. 
That is, as  if there is an edge between node  ,  otherwise. Besides, when  isn’t 
equal to zero, the value of  is the tie weight between node  . Therefore, as the Fig. 2 
presenting, the complex patent network can be constructed based on the co-occurrence relationship 
among IPCs.  
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Fig. 2 The complex patent network 

Identifying the core technologies 
The node importance depends on its original importance and importance contribution to other nodes, 
in the weighted complex patent network, node contributes its initial importance to node , and also 
accept the contribution coming from node  at the same time. Then how to describe the complex 
contribution relationship becomes a crucial issue. Next, we will introduce the new NICCM method-
building process. 

Shortest distance in weighted network 
     Researchers have tried to identify the shortest path in weighted network, most of such attempt 
defined the weights as costs of information transmitting since high values indicated weak or costly 
ties. While the tie weights were also referred to strength not the cost of ties, and the tie weights 
needed to be reversed before using [13,14].  

Node efficiency 
      In a complex network, the node plays a very important role during information transferring, 
which reveals the contribution to network efficiency[15]. So the node efficiency can be defined as 
below: 
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 .                                                                                                               （1）     
 
     Where  is the efficiency of node ,  is the shortest distance between node  and , and n is 
the number of all nodes in the complex patent network. 

Node importance contribution correlation matrix 
In an undirected and unweighted network, the importance correlation parameter presents the 

contribution probability from node i to node j, and strength correlation parameter expresses the 

dependence strength of node [16]. As the introduction section saying, we can develop the 
NICCM method to define node importance by introducing the general measure of shortest distance 
in weighted network. So we will get a new node importance contribution correlation matrix 
(NNICCM) as follow: 

 .                                                  (2)               

For matrix ,  is the base efficiency of node , which can contribute  of its original 

importance to other nodes (adjacent nodes and non-adjacent nodes), where  is the strength 
correlation parameter, used to describe the impact of distance on the dependence strength, and  is 
the importance correlation parameter expressing the contribution probability from  
[16].  

Finally, we can define the node importance  of node  as 

.                                                                                                           (3) 

Results 
In view of the above, the node importance in complex patent network can be calculated by using the 
improved NNICCM method, and we can at last grasp the core nodes according to the node 
importance rankings. Meanwhile, the core technologies of metro can be identified, and then we can 
analyze the metro technological development trend and advance of metro by comparing the overall 
technologies ranking. Fig. 3 shows the growth tendency of metro patents, in which we can draw a 
conclusion that the metro industry is rapidly developing in general. Furthermore, we can also 
forecast the development tendency of metro’s core technologies in the future. 
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Fig. 3 The complex patent network 

Conclusion and discussion 
This study was motivated by the need of resolving some urgent social problems in China, for 
instance, environment pollution, energy shortage and traffic jam, and many literatures reveals that 
developing metro is an efficient way to alleviate them. So the strategic importance of analyzing 
current development status and grasping the technology opportunities has become more apparent.  

Firstly, this study proposed a new approach to build complex patent network in terms of 
interrelationship among metro technologies by creating the IPC co-occurrence matrix. Secondly, for 
analyzing node importance in the complex patent network, this study improved NICCM method and 
calculated the node contributions in global network structure. In this method, the technology 
importance was evaluated in overall technology structure, which was more feasible and valid than 
traditional method to identify core technologies. Finally, based on the identified core metro 
technologies, we could forecast their development tendency according to combine with technology 
life cycle theory. 

In our future work, we will study the underlying technological structure features of metro by 
comparing with other developed countries, which is beneficial to deeply grope for the new 
development direction of metro. 
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